
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU

What’s your vision? 
In 2015, the Commonwealth Transportation Board adopted a Vision, Guiding Principles, and Goals to guide VTrans2040. In our 
fast-moving world, a lot has happened since 2015. For this VTrans update, should we revisit the Vision? Is it time to rethink any  
of the Guiding Principles or Goals?  Tell us what you think by jotting down your thoughts on this sheet.   

What’s a vision statement?  
A vision statement describes the optimal future that all of us, working together, want to bring about. An inspiring picture of what 
we want to accomplish over time, the vision statement motivates and guides everyone involved in achieving it. It provides a focal 
point that helps each partner agency and stakeholder to align its own plans and actions with the desired future outcomes, and to 
stay true to the course during the long journey toward success.

Why might we want to change the vision?  
It’s important to step back every so often and assess the meaning and relevance of a previously adopted vision statement, given 
the values, needs, and desires of today’s Virginians. Regardless of whether we make any changes to the words, we need to make 
sure the vision—and the goals that support it—represents our very best aspiration for the world in which future generations of 
Virginians will live.

WHAT DO YOU THINK? CHECK OPTION A, B, OR C, AND SHARE YOUR IDEAS. 

VTrans2040 Vision: Virginia’s multimodal transportation system will be Good for Business, Good for Communities,  
and Good to Go. Virginians will benefit from a sustainable, reliable transportation system that advances Virginia businesses, 
attracts a 21st century workforce, and promotes healthy communities where Virginians of all ages and abilities can thrive.

A | This is just right — keep as is!

B | It’s pretty good, but I’d suggest dropping, adding, or changing a few things.
Drop: 

Add:

Change:

C | My vision is really different. Here’s how I’d describe Virginia’s ideal future:

facebook.com/VTransVirginia          Instagram.com/VTransVirginia          Comment@VTrans.org

If you have additional comments, please email us at Comment@VTrans.org
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